Genetic Testing of
Thyroid Nodule Aspirates:
Changing Paradigms of Use in Community Thyroidology Practice
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Problems in Paradise:
Issues Faced by Early Molecular Marker Products 2005-2014

Sensitivity and NPV: Heavily influenced
by pre-test probability of thyroid cancer
Alexander 24%, Harrell 33%

Sensitivity: Only 70% of thyroid cancers
had a 7 panel mutation

Thyroseq
Specificity: Patel Pittsburgh data 2016Only 76% of RAS mutated nodules were
cancers with the greatest to least
specific:HRAS 92%, NRAS 74%, KRAS 64%

Lupo et al reported much greater
heterogeneity in RAS PPV in their survey
of the literature Thyroid 28:6 June 2018

Could we
do
better?

Afirma
GEC
Specificity: Hurthle Cell dominant nodules
segregate to “Suspicious 80-90% of the time
and therefore Afirma GEC not very helpful
with Hurthleoid aspirates

The Evolution of Molecular Testing
(2005-2014)
7 gene panels:
Thyroseq 1
After 2005

• Rule in test to detect 7 mutations- allowed relatively certain dx of 70% of thyroid cancers
•Conventional sequencing and PCR
•NPV not sufficiently high enough to prevent surgery in many benign nodules

Afirma GEC
2011

•R/O test measuring expression levels of 142 genes selected mathematically to predict benignity
•NPV in 2012 validation trial 95% for Bethesda 3 and 94% for Bethesda 4 with pretest probability of cancer 24-25% in the tested group
•The higher the pre-test probability of cancer (33% at MCIES) the worse the NPV (90% in our practice in 2014 Endo Practice article)
•Hurthle Cell rich Bethesda III and IV cytologies segregate heavily to Suspicious (80-90%)- Harrell April 2014 Endo Pract 20:4;364-369

Thyrosec V2
2014

•Measures 14 gene mutations, 42 fusions and expression levels of 16 genes
•Sensitivity reportedly improved to 90%
•NPV of a negative test 96-97% and PPV 77-83% for Bethesda 3-4 nodules in a population with a pretest cancer probability of 23-27%
•Expression panel looked at expression levels of 16 genes to improve NPV

Nikiforov YE. Role of Molecular Markers in Thyroid Nodule Management: Then and Now. Endo Pract 23:8: 2017: 979-988.
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Where Are We Now?
Three Hybrid Molecular Marker Products

Positive Predictive
Value

Thyroseq

ThyGeNEXT and
ThyraMir
Thyroseq V3 and
the Genomic
Classifier
Afirma GSC with the
Malignancy
Classifier and
Xpression Atlas

Negative Predictive
Value

Afirma
GEC

The Evolution of Molecular Testing- after 2014:
Meeting in the Middle

ThyGenX and
ThyraMIRInterpace
2015

Rosetta Gx
Reveal
2017-2018

•7 gene mutation panel and 10 miRNA Markers
•Validation: NPV of 97% and for Bethesda III and 91% for Bethesda IV with PPV 68-82% in a small study (58 and 51 cases) with pre-test
probability of cancer 31-33%
•Latest version THyGeNEXT a 10 gene mutation panel (including TERT) with a 37 member mRNA fusion panel and ThyraMIR, a 10 miRNA
classifier

•24 miRNA markers
•Validation: 150 patients with Bethesda III and IV FNA’s demonstrating a combined NPV 92% and PPV 43% but no oncocytic tumors included

•Dealt with the Hurthle Cell specificity problem by adding a separate Hurthle Cell algorithm with special genetic analysis including copy
number variation and mitochondrial DNA
•Added an Xpression Altas with the mRNA’s for 511 genes and fusions to improve PPV; nothing for TERT
•JAMA Surgery reported specificity of 91% in 183 patients with Bethesda III-IV nodules with NPV 96% and PPV 68% in a group with a 24% preAfirma GSC with
Malignancy Classier test probability of thyroid cancer
and Xpression
•Preliminary experience in a high cancer prevalence endo surgery practice NPV-ISG 97% and FNP-ISG 1.2% in 45 operated patients-Harrell etal
Atlas
2017

• Next-generation sequencing of DNA and RNA to assess 112 thyroid-related genes for mutations, fusions, copy number variation and gene
expression with an algorithmic output of negative or positive

• Validated on 257 Bethesda III-IV nodules 61% benign and 39% suspicious, NPV 97-98%, PPV 64-68% on a population with a pre-test
Thyroseq
V3
Genomic
Classifier
2018

probability of cancer plus NIFTP of 23 % Bethesda III group and 36% Bethesda 4

• 33 false positives were typically follicular or oncocytic adenomas- 94% with clonal features
Nikiforov YE. Role of Molecular Markers in Thyroid Nodule Management: Then and Now. Endo Pract 23:8: 2017: 979-988.
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ThyGeNEXT

and

ThyraMir

Mutations

Fusions

MicroRNA’s

ALK

ALK (2)

miR-29b-1-5p

BRAF

BRAF (2)

miR-31-5p

GNAS

NTRK (8)

miR-138-1-3p

HRAS

PPARg (6)

miR-139-5p

KRAS

RET (14)

miR-146b-5p

NRAS

THADA (5)

miR-155

PIK3CA
PTEN

RET
TERT

miR-204-5p
mRNA controls:
NKX2-1, PAX8, TBP, USP33

miR-222-3p

miR-375
miR-551b-3p

Interpace 1/2019 Announcement
• PARSIPPANY, NJ, Jan. 22, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Interpace
Diagnostics Group, Inc. (IDXG) announced today that it has
finalized the validation of its third specimen type for its molecular
thyroid tests ThyGeNEXT™ and ThyraMIR®. Interpace has expanded
its services again to now also process specimens prepared in
formalin fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples.
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Afirma GEC (1/2011-7/2017) vs Afirma GSC
(8/2017-7/2018)
(All Beth III and IV FNA’s vs Oncocytic FNA’s)
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281
(58.4%)

Actual Patient Numbers (% of Group)
*
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85
(61.2%)

86
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100

18
(17.3%)

50

54
(38.8%)

*

12
(35.3%)

22
(64.7%)

0
Afirma GEC

Afirma GEC Oncocytic
Suspicious

Afirma GSC

Afirma GSC Oncocytic

Benign

*Statistically significant (confidence interval analysis) increase in benign calls, from Afirma GEC to Afirma GCS (41.6 vs 61.2%);
*Mediated in part by fewer suspicious calls in oncocyte dominant Bethesda 3 and 4 FNA’s (82.7% vs 35.3%)
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Afirma GEC/GSC Results with Surgical Pathology
Afirma GEC Patients with Path
Malignant
Path

Afirma GSC Patients with Path

Benign Path

Malignant
Path

GEC Suspicious

120

89

GSC Suspicious

GEC Benign

19

42

GSC Benign

28

9

1 (NIFTP)

7

Sensitivity-ISG

0.88

Sensitivity-ISG

0.97

Specificity-ISG

0.32

Specificity-ISG

0.44

PPV-ISG

0.57

PPV-ISG

0.76

FNP-ISG*

9.5%**

FNP-ISG*

1.2%**

% Complete

270/481=56%

% Complete

Benign Path

45/139=31%

RSR 45%***

*The False Negative Percentage (FNP) is the number of false negative results over the total number of Afirma negative tests. Our FNP’s are modified by the fact that our surgical group is incomplete (ISG); mathematically
FNP-ISG approaches FNP as the number of surgeries in the group approaches 100%. Effectively FNP-ISG is the lower limit for FNP. FNP-ISG is extremely useful for clinical discussion and decision-making as it represents the
% of the time that Afirma testing will be falsely negative.
**The FNP-ISG for Afirma GEC patients is significantly different from that of Afirma GSC patients by confidence interval analysis at this point in time (66 months of Afirma GEC use vs 11 months of Afirma GSC use)
***56% surgery rate with GEC fell to 31% with GSC and relative surgery reduction (RSR%) was 45%.

Caveats for Validation Study Creation
• Must include oncocytic cytology and pathology- 25% of our MCIES
Bethesda III-IV cytologies are oncocyte dominant or oncocytic neoplasms
• Must beware of over-weighting the molecular validation cases with
classic Pap Ca
• Classic Paps are usually a genetic slam dunk
• Encapsulated FV of Paps, Follicular Cancers and Hurthle Cell Cancers are much
more genetically nuanced and difficult

• Must remember Thomas Bayes- “the lower the pretest probability of
cancer, the better the performance of negative predictive value testing,
and
• Conversely “the higher the pre-test probability of cancer, the better the
performance of positive predictive vaule testing”

Why We Use a Single Cytology Lab With Genetic
Testing of FNA’s to Complement US Neck Imaging in
Our Endocrine Surgery Practice
• Surprise avoidance for our surgeons

• We need to know about intrathyroidal parathyroids and medullary carcinomas a priori
• We need to know about multi-mutation tumors a priori- (please add Tert- non-coding DNA
an issue currently)

• We have a longstanding durable relationship with Thyroid Cytopathology
Partners of Austin, Texas

• High quality, high volume and rapid throughput cytology service (over 50,000 FNA
reads/yr)
• Automatic availability of molecular testing for malignant and indeterminate FNA’s
• Monthly internet based review of difficult cases and feedback on our adequacy
assessments

• In the future molecular testing will likely guide medical therapy once surgery
and RAI fail- but we are not quite there yet
Does molecular marker testing promote lobectomy and
diminish CLND?

Does Oncogene Evaluation Reduce the
Extent of Thyroid Cancer Surgery?
• 649 patients consecutively evaluated with single nodule FNA and
indeterminate cytology- 164 with and 465 without oncogene panels
• Oncogene panel pts had higher rates of thyroidectomy (45% vs 28%; p=0.006
• Oncogene panel pts had higher rates of CLND (19% vs 12%; p=0.03)
• No increased yield of malignancy or decreased rate of completion
thyroidectomy
• 64% of all the cancers were low risk cancers that could have been managed
by lobectomy (including 83% of those with the driver mutation identified)

Conclusion: Current oncogene panel results seem insufficient to guide
the surgical extent of solitary indeterminate thyroid nodules
Valderrabano P, Khazai L, Thompson ZJ and McIver B. Impact of oncogene results on surgical management of cytologically
indeterminate thyroid nodules. Head & Neck 40(7) April 2018

Probably
Not

In Conclusion
• Positive and negative predictive value strategies for thyroid nodule molecular assessment appear to
be “meeting the middle” in 2018 with NPV’s in the high 90% range and PPV’s in the 60-70% range,
resulting in the elimination of many unnecessary surgeries in indeterminate cytology groups- both
sides of the fence are adopting successful aspects of the competition’s armamentarium
• While molecular marker assessment has reduced unnecessary thyroid surgeries, the new commercially
available technologies have not yet been shown to reduce the extent of surgical intervention, at least
not at Moffitt Cancer Center in Tampa
• Although molecular targeted treatment for advanced thyroid cancers is on the near horizon (recent
NTRK fusion drug FDA approved for a molecular indication, not a specific cancer), we are not quite
there yet- molecular marker diagnostic testing should serve as a stepping stone to an new generation
of molecular therapies
• In choosing molecular technologies Thyroseq has led the way on the positive predictive value side and
Afirma has been the industry leader on the negative predictive value side with ThyGenX/ThyraMir
being the new kid on the block
• Effective endocrine assessment and surgical treatment for thyroid nodules continues to require
careful integration of clinical, ultrasonographic, cytologic and molecular data with imagers,
endocrinologists, cytologists and specialized endocrine surgeons working in concert across subspecialty boundaries
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* $350 Afirma GSC maximum charge for uninsured on request

